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ABSTRACT
Objective: The study of the features of the higher mental functions of the brain in patients suffering from addiction to psychoactive substances is very
important for narcology. It is necessary not only to uncover the mechanisms of addiction, a complete understanding of the neurophysiological
processes that determine the nature of the development and severity of the disease, but also to solve practical problems related to the development
of treatment methods and the implementation of preventive measures.
Method: In the study of patients, a specially designed map was used containing information on the hereditary and demographic characteristics, on
the course of the disease, as well as on the socio-cultural status of patients. To determine the functional state of cortical activity in the process of
perception of unconscious signals, a special technique was used. The obtained results were subjected to dispersive analysis and the significance of
differences was calculated according to Student’s t-criterion.
Results: An analysis of premorbid personality traits made it possible to establish the prevalence of instability, pathological conformity, and hysteroidal
features in patients. It should be noted that a large percentage of the surveyed had a hereditary burden of alcoholism, mainly in the line of the father.
Curiosity, passive submission, imitation of friends were among the motives of the first drug use. All patients in the process of addiction formed the
following features: increased excitability, increasing effective disorders (depression, dysphoria), aggravated by exacerbation of craving for the drug, a
decline in morals and ethics (egoism, deceit, indifference to one’s fate, hedonism, loss of sense of duty), disorders of the emotional-volitional sphere
(emotional instability, hypersensitivity, vulnerability).
Conclusion: The analysis of the duration of latent periods and magnitude of the amplitudes of the late positive R3OO wave in patients with heroin
addiction revealed clear differences between the data obtained upon presentation of an unconscious neutral and motivationally significant word.
Patients who use psychoactive substances, using the method of recording induced potentials of the brain, which is a sensitive indicator of the activity
of brain structures in relation to the substance used, revealed a clear diffuse activation of the cerebral cortex in response to an unconscious verbal
stimulus related to the motivation prevailing in patients, in particular to “heroin”. Such activation, as well as the difficult dying out of the developed
reactions to an unconscious stimulus, indicate certain neurophysiological foundations of the mechanism underlying the changes in the motivational
sphere and the stability of the pathological craving for the psychoactive substance.
Keywords: psychoactive substances, neurophysiological mechanisms, motives of drug use, heroin addiction

INTRODUCTION
In life, a multitude of external stimuli that form associations with one another, temporary connections act upon a
person constantly. As a result, stimuli simultaneously or in a certain sequence affect the sense organs that lead to
temporary changes in the excitability of individual analyzers. At the same time, such functional relationships can be
created in the central nervous system, when the body’s reactions to a part of external stimuli are carried out at the
“unconscious level”, without realizing them. Unconscious reactions occur in neurotic states and a number of other
diseases. It is known, for example, that with the use of psychoactive substances (PAS), about 60% of temporary
connections are formed at an unconscious level. Reactions developed by unconscious emotional signals are usually fixed
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in a long-term memory, wane with difficulty and can persist for a long time. To comprehend the signal, it is not enough
to process information in the corresponding projection and associative cortical zones. An assumption is made that there
is an additional nerve mechanism that ensures this process. Such a mechanism should integrate the neural activity of
various parts of the cerebral cortex and subcortical structures, which would ensure the conscious perception of
environmental stimuli. A mild sensory stimulus may cause activation of cortical neurons, but the space-time parameters
of this excitation may not be sufficient for the stimulus to be realized. According to the existing opinion, this fact can
serve as a physiological basis for the so-called unconscious perception (1).
Medical and biological studies conducted in a narcological clinic, indicate systemic disorders underlying persistent
mental and physical dependence on psychoactive substances. At present, it is already possible and necessary to talk
about drug addiction as an extremely complex disease, determined by a pathological craving for drugs, the development
of a dysfunctional state when they are stopped to be used, and in extreme cases, mental degradation and persistent
somato-neurological disorders that have a specific biological basis.
It has been shown that a person with this kind of intoxication first of all has disorders in the cognitive sphere,
accompanied by disorders of attention, memory, perception processes, etc. (2, 3, 4). The importance of studying the
effect of PAS on higher cortical functions also lies in the fact that under contemporary life conditions, a person requires
a high level of attention, quick decision making, and a fairly high quality of processing large information streams.
However, it is well known that narcotic substances act primarily on these functions. Therefore, the study of the features
of the higher mental functions of the brain in patients suffering from addiction to PAS, is very important for narcology.
It is necessary not only to uncover the mechanisms of the dependence formation, a more complete understanding of
the neurophysiological processes that determine the nature of the development and severity of the disease, but also to
solve practical problems related to the development of treatment methods and the implementation of preventive
measures (5 -11).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
One hundred patients with heroin addiction were examined - men aged 16 to 21, 2-3 weeks after the last use of the
drug, when acute manifestations of the withdrawal syndrome were arrested, i.e. in the period of “post-abstinent state”
(12). The subjects did not have pronounced somatoneurological pathology and associated mental illness. The duration
of their addiction ranged from 6 months to 3 years (on average 1.5 years).
While examining patients, a specially designed map was used containing information on the hereditary and
demographic characteristics, on the course of the disease, as well as on the socio-cultural status of patients. The analysis
of the premorbid personality traits made it possible to establish the prevalence of instability, pathological conformity,
and hysteroidal features in patients. It should be noted that a large percentage of the patients surveyed had a hereditary
burden of alcoholism, mainly in the line of the father. Curiosity, passive submission, an imitation of friends were among
the motives of the first drug use. In the process of drug addiction all patients formed the following features: increased
excitability, increasing effective disorders (depression, dysphoria), aggravated by exacerbation of craving for the drug, a
decline in morals and ethics (egoism, deceit, indifference to one’s own fate, hedonism, the loss of sense of duty), disorders
of the emotional-volitional sphere (emotional instability, hypersensitivity, vulnerability). A special technique was used to
determine the functional state of cortical activity in the process of perception of unconscious signals. On the screen,
located at a distance of 180 cm from the eyes of the subject, the words: common nouns and motivationally significant “heroin”, associated with the patient’s experiences, were shown. The display time is 15 ms.
The subjects during the experiment recline with eyes open in a chair. Words appear alternately, in a random order,
into different halves of the field of view to the right and left of the fixation point located in the center of the screen. Due
to the fact that the display of the word is very short, it is perceived by the subjects as a dim flash. The adaptation process
to darkness lasts 5-7 minutes. Before the study begins, the following instruction is given: “You have to look at the
luminous point during the entire study. Periodically, words will appear to the right and left of it. You need to read and
count them. Try not to turn your head”.
Each study procedure includes two trials, the interval between which takes about 3 minutes. In the first test, induced
potentials are recorded only for neutral words, in the second - for a neutral and motivationally significant word - “heroin”,
the place of presentation of which in the left and right fields of view was changed in each experiment. The responses
generated by the cortex were averaged separately for motivationally significant and neutral words. The discharge
electrodes were placed on the occipital (01, 02), central (C3, C4), as well as left and right associative areas (A1, A2) - in
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Figure 1: The latent period of the P300 wave in response to neutral (I) and motivationally significant (II) unconscious words
in patients with heroin addiction and the left (1) and right (2) occipital, central and associative areas of the cerebral cortex
the middle of the distance between Pz (vertex) and the mastoid bone. Reference electrodes were placed on the left and
right mastoid bones.
The latent period and the amplitude of the late positive P300 wave were automatically measured after the
experimenter determined the peaks of the investigated wave and the peak of the previous oscillation on the graphic
display. The obtained results were subjected to dispersive analysis and the significance of differences was computed
according to Student’s t-criterion. In all series of studies, the induced responses were compared to neutral words and to
the motivationally significant word “heroin”, as well as between the studied areas of the right and left hemispheres of
the brain.
In addition, a psychological examination was carried out, which made it possible to identify the personality
characteristics of patients, disorders in their motivational and emotional-volitional spheres, as well as the intellectualmnemonic level using modern methods of research. Critical and purposeful thinking, the consistency of judgments, and
the ability of the patient to distinguish the essential signs of objects and phenomena were determined. The volume and
stability of attention, memory were assessed.
RESULTS
The analysis of the duration of latent periods and the magnitude of amplitudes of the late positive P300 wave in
patients with heroin addiction revealed clear differences between the data obtained upon presentation of an
unconscious neutral and motivationally significant word.
The P300 wave with a latent period of 330.0 +/- 4.0 ms is set off to an unconscious neutral word from the left occipital
area and on the right side - 350.0 +/- 4.3 ms, i.e., there is a significant lengthening of the latent period of the studied
wave in the occipital area of the right hemisphere relative to its magnitude in the left hemisphere (F = 10, with p <0.01).
The assessment of the duration of the P300 wave latent period, in response to an unconscious neutral word recorded
in the central regions of the left and right hemispheres, also showed its significant lengthening in the right hemisphere
(340.0 +/- 4.0 ms. and 360.0 +/- 4 , 0 ms, respectively) (F = 15; p <0.01).
An analysis of the P300 wave latent period in response to a neutral word registered in the associative areas showed
that in the associative area of the left hemisphere it was equal to 340.0 +/- 4.5 ms, and in the right associative region 370.0 +/- 4.5 ms (F = 17; p <0.01), i.e. a significant increase in the latency of the late positive wave in the right hemisphere
was again found (Figure 1).
http://www.ejgm.co.uk
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Figure 2: P300 wave amplitude in response to neutral (I) and motivational-significant (II) unconscious words in patients
with heroin addiction in the left (I) and right (II) occipital, central and associative areas of the cerebral cortex
When assessing the response of the studied wave when a neutral stimulus was presented in different fields of view,
it was found that the P300 wave is recorded in the left occipital area, the amplitude of which was 6.3 +/- 0.3 µV, and in
the right - 6.9 +/- 0 , 2 mkv. Significant differences in the magnitude of the response between the right and left
hemispheres were not found.
In the central areas of the cortex of the left and right hemispheres, it was found that the P300 wave in response to
the neutral word on the left was 7.4 +/- 0.3 μV, and on the right - 7.1 +/- 0.3 μV, i.e. there were also no significant
differences in the magnitude of the response between the right and left hemispheres.
As for the response received upon presentation of a neutral unconscious word, its magnitude in the associative area
of the left hemisphere was 6.3 +/- 0.3 µV, and in the associative area of the right hemisphere - 6.6 +/- 0.3 µV. Significant
differences between the right and left hemispheres have not been found (Figure 2).
Upon presentation of the unconscious motivationally significant word “heroin”, the P300 wave is recorded in the left
occipital area with a latent period of 360.0 +/- 3.0 ms, which is significantly longer than the latent period of the P300
wave recorded in the same area of the left hemisphere in response to a neutral word (330.0 +/- 4.0 ms. - p <0.01).
In response to an unconscious motivationally significant word in the right occipital area, the P300 wave has a latent
period of 380.0 +/- 3.0 ms, which also turned out to be significantly longer than the duration of the LP when a neutral
word was presented (350.0 +/- 4.3 ms. - p <0.01).
When evaluating the latent period of the P300 wave recorded in the central areas of the left and right hemisphere,
the same tendency is revealed as in the occipital areas: in the left hemisphere, the latent period of the motivationally
significant word has a latent period of 363.0 +/- 4.0 ms that is significantly more than the neutral word (340.0 +/- 4.0
ms; p 0.0).
In the central area of the right hemisphere, the electrical response of the cortex is recorded for the word “heroin”, the
late positive wave of which developed with a latent period of 380.0 +/- 3.0 ms, which also significantly differs from the
response to the presentation of a neutral word (360.0 + / - 4.0 ms).
A similar relationship is observed in the associative areas of the left and right hemispheres. In the left associative area,
the induced motivational word is recorded with a latent period of 380.0 +/- 5.0 ms, and of a neutral word is 340.0 +/5.9 ms; p 0.01. In the associative area of the right hemisphere, there is also a significant increase in the latent period of
response to the motivationally significant word “heroin” relative to neutral, respectively: 395.0 +/- 4.5 ms; 370.0 +/- 4.5
ms: p 0.01.
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The data obtained show that there is a disorder of interhemispheric asymmetry in patients with heroin addiction. It
manifests itself in the presentation of both a neutral and motivationally significant word: the latent period of the P300
wave is significantly extended in all recorded areas, but in the right hemisphere this elongation is more pronounced than
in the left, and this effect is more pronounced when presenting a motivationally significant word (Figure 1).
The results of the evaluation of the potential of the wave under study, when presenting a motivationally significant
word in different fields of view, showed that its amplitude in the left occipital area is 10.0 +/- 0.3 μV, and in the right 9.9 +/- 0.4 µV, i.e. the amplitude of this wave in response to a significant motivational word increases both in the left
and in the right hemispheres compared to the amplitude obtained for the presentation of a neutral word in the same
areas on the left and right (6.3 +/- 0.3 and 6.9 +/- 02 µV).
When analyzing the amplitude of the P300 wave, induced in response to a motivationally significant word that is
recorded in the central areas of the left and right hemisphere cortex, it was found that in the left hemisphere it was 11.0
+/- 0.4 µV, and in the right hemisphere - 10, 7 +/- 0.35 µV (the differences are not significant). As for the magnitude of
the P300 wave, obtained in response to the neutral word in the left and right central areas, their amplitude was 7.4 +/0.3 μV and 7.1 +/- 0.3 μV, respectively (unreliable difference), that is the amplitude of this wave in response to a significant
motivational word also increases in both the left and right hemispheres compared to the amplitude of the presentation
of a neutral word.
In the left associative area in response to a motivationally significant word, the P300 wave is recorded with an
amplitude of 10.7 +/- 0.4 μV, and on the right - 10.9 +/- 0.3 μV. Upon presentation of a neutral word from the left and
right associative areas, potentials are recorded, the amplitudes of which were, respectively, 6.3 +/- 0.3 and 6.6 +/- 0.2
μV, i.e. and in this case, the amplitude of this wave in response to a significant motivational word increases in both the
left and right hemispheres compared to the presentation of a neutral word.
Thus, the influence of the emotional factor caused by an unconscious motivationally significant word (F = 16.58; p
<0.001) is highly statistically significant in response to the word “heroin”, an increase in the P300 wave is observed in all
recorded areas of the cortex (Figure 2).
Psychological research revealed cognitive disorders in all patients with heroin addiction. There is a tendency to a
decrease in intellectual abilities. Thinking was characterized by concreteness, which was expressed in the fact that
patients established links between phenomena on formal grounds and were not capable of doing abstraction operations.
For many of them, such mental operations as analysis, synthesis and generalization were difficult to cope with.
All patients taking PAS, there was a loss of interest in public life. They had a narrow range of interests - all thoughts
focused on drugs. The primitiveness of judgments, sticking to the “trifles” were observed. In the conversation, the patients
quickly got tired, often could not concentrate on, or closely pay attention to the content of the conversation. While
testing their memory, there was a disorder of the dynamics of memorization and a decrease in direct and mediated
memory. Torpid thinking, poor imagination were characteristic manifestations of intellectual-mnestic disorders.
Studying their emotional-volitional sphere, emotional instability and hypersensitivity were noted. Patients often
demonstrated bad mood, melancholy, anger, tearfulness. Affective fluctuations persisted for a long time, with a
predominance of periods of dysphoricity, irritability, irascibility, which gave way to apathy and sluggishness.
Thus, the results of a psychological study confirmed the above-described electrophysiological disorders in patients
using PAS and showed that with their chronic intoxication, there are primarily disorders in the cognitive sphere,
manifested in a weakening of intellectual and mnestic activity, moral and ethical degradation, disorders of the emotional
sphere.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Numerous studies indicate the possibility of perceiving the semantic properties of a word without its comprehending.
Psychological studies on people with split brain hemispheres confirm this idea. Such people perceive individual words
and react to them correctly, but without their determining. Experiments with the registration of evoked potentials of the
cerebral cortex emphasize the same thing. It is very important, in our opinion, that such studies confirm the hypothesis
expressed as far back as the 20-s by E.A. Kostandov (13) about the neurophysiological mechanism of the phenomenon
of psychological defense. According to his point of view, raising the threshold of comprehension of the “emotional” word
is due to the fact that it is still at the “preconscious level” perceived and “realized” by the cerebral cortex. An unconscious
emotional verbal stimulus can also enliven temporary connections between the perceiving elements of the neocortex
and the limbic system. Corticofugal excitation of the structures of the limbic system leads to the emergence of an
http://www.ejgm.co.uk
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ascending “nonspecific” impulsation, which through the reticular formation, and possibly directly, changes the activity
of the cortical elements.
This identified feedback mechanism, due to which the cerebral cortex regulates the activity of its own neurons
according to the signal value of the currently acting stimuli, is the possible basis for changing the thresholds of the
emotional stimuli realization, in particular, verbal ones (14 - 19).
The studies conducted, especially with induced potentials on unconscious words, speak about the validity of the
proposed hypothesis. In these works, important evidence was obtained that the emotional verbal stimulus, even before
it was realized, could alter the activity of the cortical elements, which should also be reflected in the cortical mental
functions.
The function of realizing an external stimulus, in this case a verbal one, and electrophysiological reactions to it,
apparently, are carried out by different structural and functional levels that ambiguously change their activity under the
influence of ascending impulses from the structures of the limbic-reticular complex.
It is believed that “the cortex is capable of perceiving peripheral stimuli without the appearance of an image, i.e.
without the participation of sensory stellate neurons” (20). According to this interpretation, with mild, imperceptible
stimuli, the netlike formation is not sufficiently activated, as a result of which the system of sensory stellate cortical
neurons is not excited by these stimuli through specific paths (12, 21-24).
Considering the literature and the results of our study, as well as the data on the role of the limbic system in emotional
processes, it can be assumed that these changes are reflected in the motivational sphere of patients with heroin
addiction: in particular, they can play a certain role in the pathological craving for the drug.
The growth of the induced response to the motivational word “heroin” occurred in both hemispheres. At the same
time, the smoothing of hemispheric ties was observed. Neurophysiological studies with alcohol intoxication using
induced responses showed a significant decrease in the activity of the cerebral cortex, and to a large extent this decrease
was manifested precisely in the area of the right hemisphere. Studies conducted on healthy people after drinking alcohol,
as well as in patients with chronic alcoholism, also showed a lateralized effect of alcohol, manifested in greater
suppression of the right hemisphere compared to the left (25-31).
Computer studies have revealed the presence of structural changes in the use of PAS, and clinical work has established
the similarity of psychopathological syndromes with focal lesions of the right hemisphere with characteristic mental
changes, such as complacency, euphoria, and a decrease in criticism, including to their condition (32, 33).
The above data indicates certain inter-hemispheric changes in the use of psychoactive substances. There are studies
that have shown that in alcoholism, due to demyelination of peripheral nerves, partial sensory deprivation of the cortical
ends of the analyzers can occur. The cortical activation revealed by us, apparently, can be one of the nervous mechanisms
of a stable craving for alcohol, which is poorly corrected by the conscious experience of the patient.
Thus, in patients who use psychoactive substances, using the method of recording evoked potentials of the brain,
which is a sensitive indicator of the activity of brain structures in relation to the substance used, a clear diffuse activation
of the cerebral cortex has been revealed in response to an unconscious verbal stimulus related to the motivation
prevailing in patients to “heroin” in particular. Such activation, as well as the difficult dying out of the developed reactions
to an unconscious stimulus, indicate a certain neurophysiological mechanism underlying the changes in the motivational
sphere and the sustainability of the pathological craving for a psychoactive substance.
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